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Wild Ones Flannel

Free Pattern



Wild Ones Flannel Fabrics from the Wild Ones Flannel collection by Laurel Burch for Clothworks  Not For Resale                                 

Materials
Yardages based on 42" wide fabric

Cut the Fabrics
WOF = Width of Fabric   LOF = Length of Fabric

Directions
Prior to starting this project, please check our web site for any updates: www.clothworkstextiles.com.

Assemble Pieced Block Border Sections
1. Pair a 2 ½” x WOF Black Flannel Glitter strip right sides together with a 2 ½” x WOF Olive Ani-

mal Spots strip. Sew together along the length. Press the seam toward the black fabric. Cut 2 ½” 
slices from the combined strip. (Figure 1)  Repeat to make two more strip sets from the remaining 
black and olive strips and cut 2 ½” slices from them.

2. Sew 11 segments together to make one border section (Figure 2). Repeat to make 4 border sec-
tions. Press the seams all to one side. Set aside to assembly.

Assemble the Quilt   
1. Sew a black/olive pieced border section to the left and right sides of the quilt center. Press the 

seams outward. Sew a 4 ½” Dark Purple Birds square to the ends of the remaining two pieced 
border sections. Sew one of the completed border sections to the top and bottom of the Black 
Wild Ones Flannel panel.  Press the seams outward.

2. Sew a 2 ½” x 30 ½” Black Flannel Glitter strip to the left and right sides of the quilt center. 
Press the seams outward. Sew a  2 ½” x 34 ½” Black Flannel Glitter strip to the top and bottom 
sides of the quilt center. Press the seams outward. 

3. Sew a 4 ½” x 34 ½” Packed Cats strip to the left and right sides of the quilt center. Sew a 4 ½” 
Dark Purple Flannel Glitter square to the ends of the remaining Packed Cats border sections. 
Sew the completed border sections to the top and bottom of the quilt center. Press the seams 
outward.

4. For mitred outer border: Measure the length of the quilt center from the top to the bottom 
add twice the border width (13"), then add 6" and piece two border strips of the Black Picto-
rial Stripe 6 ½” wide strips to that length. Repeat sames steps for the two border strips for the 
width. 

5. Fold each border strip in half crosswise to find the center. Fold quilt center in half in each 
direction and mark centers of each edge. Pin a border strip to quilt center edge, matching 
the center marks and allowing excess border strip to extend beyond the corner edges. Sew 
together, beginning and ending the seam 1/4" from the quilt center’s corners. Repeat to sew 
border strips to remaining edges. Press all seams toward border.

6. To mitre each corner, overlap one border strip over the other. Align the edge of a 90-degree 
right triangle with the raw edge of the top strip so the triangle’s long edge intersects the border 
seam in the corner. Draw along the triangle edge from the seam out to the raw edge. Place the 
bottom border strip on top and repeat the marking process. With right sides together, match 
marked seam lines and pin and sew together strips from inside corner, stitching exactly on the 
marked lines. Check the right side to see that the corner lies flat. Trim excess fabric, leaving 
1/4" seam allowance. Press seam open.

7. Layer, baste and quilt as desired. Make the binding from the Eggplant Animal Spots 2 ½” wide 
strips and apply to the quilt.

Figure 2

While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, yardage requirements, and construction directions, this does not allow for 
personal variations in measuring, cutting and/or sewing. Clothworks is not responsible for printing errors.

Black Version
⅔ yd or 1 panel - Black Wild Ones Flannel panel  
(Y2325-3)

⅝ yard - Black Flannel Glitter (Y2332-3)

¼ yard - Olive Animal Spots (Y2331-24)

¼ yard - Dark Purple Birds (Y2330-28)

¼ yard - Dark Purple Flannel Glitter (Y2332-28) 

⅝ yard - Packed Cats (Y2328-55) 

1 ⅝ yards - Black Pictorial Stripe (Y2326-3) 

½ yard - Eggplant Animal Spots (Y2331-45)  
for binding

3 ½ yards backing  
(suggested: Fuchsia Animal Toss Y2329-77)

Figure 1

Cream Version 
⅔ yd or 1 panel - Cream Wild Ones Flannel panel  
(Y2325-57)

⅝ yard - Cream Flannel Glitter (Y2332-57)

¼ yard - Dark Gold Animal Spots (Y2331-69)

¼ yard - Cream Birds (Y2330-57)

¼ yard - Olive Animal Spots (Y2331-24) 

⅝ yard - Packed Cats (Y2328-55) 

1 ⅝ yards - Cream Pictorial Stripe (Y2326-57) 

½ yard - Dark Purple Flannel Glitter (Y2332-28) 
for binding

3 ½ yards backing  
(suggested: Dark Aqua Animal Toss Y2329-34)

Black Version/Cream Version:

From the Black/Cream Wild Ones Flannel panel 
cut: 22 ½“ square
From the Black/Cream Flannel Glitter cut:
3 - 2 ½” x WOF strips (checkerboard)
2 - 2 ½” x 34 ½” strips for inner border
2 - 2 ½” x 30 ½” strips for inner border
From the Olive Animal Spots/Dark Gold Animal  
Spots cut:
3 - 2 ½" x WOF strips
From the Dark Purple Birds/Cream Birds cut:
4 - 4 ½” squares
From the Dark Purple Flannel Glitter/Olive 
Animal Spots cut:
4 - 4 ½" squares
From the Packed Cats cut:
4 - 4 ½" x 34 ½” WOF strips 
From the Black/Cream Pictorial Stripe cut:
6 - 6 ½" x LOF strips (center on the animals in 
stripe to cut the borders)
From the Eggplant Animal Spots/ Dark Purple  
Flannel Glitter cut:
6 - 2 ½” x WOF strips (binding)
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